This is where the rubber meets the road.
Enhance and extend the life of your floor finish.

FEATURES

- Excellent cleaner/maintainer for a variety of floor surfaces
- Natural gloss enhancer
- Excellent slip resistant properties

BENEFITS

- Easy to use on multiple floor surfaces
- Enhances and extends life of floor finish
- Helps prevent slips and falls

SF152 Cleaner and Gloss Enhancer is an advanced formula that utilizes CSAD-0710 technology which allowed the development of this specially formulated, one-step gloss and slip resistance enhancing cleaner/maintainer. It is effective at cleaning and maintaining the gloss of a wide range of floor surfaces, including static dissipative, conductive and standard vinyl tile, synthetic sports flooring, marble, terrazzo, polished stones, and sealed wood. SF152 can be applied with either a mop or an autoscrubber. It will not cause a build-up with routine use. Floors maintained with SF152 will have slip resistance characteristics that meet or exceed the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI) recommendations for slip resistance.

PRODUCT CODE FORMAT
2417277001  4 x 3.78 L (4 x 1 US Gallon)
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

- Used to provide traction and clean floors, but is also step one of a two-step process, to deliver high gloss and slip resistance.
- Use an autoscrubber with red pad(s) for best cleaning results.
- Alternatively, a single disk rotary floor machine with red pad can be used. Pick up soiled slurry with a wet/dry vacuum.

SAFETY

- Always wear safety equipment when preparing and cleaning - eye protection, gloves and proper footwear
- Always put out wet floor signs whenever wet work is being done.
- Always hold equipment handles firmly when starting up.

TOOLS

- Autoscrubber or rotary floor machine with red pad(s)
- Wet/dry vacuum (for use with rotary floor machine)
- Mop and bucket/wringer can also be used

FOR A MORE COMPLETE CLEAN, CONTACT US!
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A More Complete Clean